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Gadfly to the Gods 
 
God, I want to swat that damn pest. 
That itch-making nitpicker picking on me, 
that minor nuisance or major mass murderer of millions, 
that deadly bug with deadlier spit, 
see how she bows her head forward to kiss my flesh. 
Am I the god she's praying to? Is my skin her prayer rug? 
If malaria haunts her saliva then she is no acolyte of mine, 
and already she has sent that serial killer surfing through my blood. 
But this is New York and not the tropics. 
Yet even if she's just an irritating mosquito  
seeking my blood only to feed her next generation, 
I must look to heaven to answer the question,  
to swat or not to swat, 
for surely some divine hand hovers over me,  
deciding whether to swat me dead  
or to cavalierly brush my gadfly self aside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Late For Another’s Funeral 
 
The semaphores of sadness, those emergency flashers, 
seize their right of way and ignore the traffic light. 
A slow procession of mourners follows the limo hearse, 
while I'm stalled here at this crossroad though the signal for me is green. 
Twenty blinking taillights cross slowly in front of me.  
Finally the last one passes,  
but by then the traffic light for me  turns yellow——then damn it, red. 
In neutral I rev up both my engine and impatience. 
Twenty, with each car full of mourners. 
Someone very popular is leaving them.  
And myself, how many mourners will grieve for me? 
Less than five probably, and they'll all fit in one car, 
so I'll keep no one from being late. 
I'm one hell of a courteous guy. 
Green at last and I can end this morose meditation. 
That hog-the-crossroad procession has turned a distant corner. 
I'd be late for his funeral if I were going his way—— 
but I am. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Eviction 
 
What good was our prancing naked, 
with no inkling of what was wicked or fun. 
All those opportunities we missed we'd now seize eagerly 
but he already has given us the boot 
She had the original thought, snake or no snake. 
Imagine that, an original thought, whatever that means. 
The seemingly luscious apple slice was in her belly first, 
which gave her more time to digest. 
I ate my slice after her,  
and then hidden worms crawled out of the remaining fruit. 
And then we put on fig leaves; we didn't know why. 
But what an insufferable itch.  
We both had to scratch hard down there. 
So finally she ripped hers off  saying, 
"Let's do it, we're not brother and sister." 
Never thought of that, 
but back then I didn't  know what a brother-and-sister was, 
or even what this "it" was that we were supposed to not do. 
But neither did she, really. 
The cherub's flaming sword gave us the idea. 
"It" was the second thing we did on our own, 
the first was that unwise gobbling. 
Yet it wasn't that it that offended him. 
No, he kicked our butts out because we raided the fresh fruit bin 
and grew from cutesy children into wiseass  know-it-alls. 
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